Member Sections

**Emergency Interoperability** [1] accelerates the development, adoption, application, and implementation of emergency interoperability and communications standards and related work.

**IDtrust** [2] promotes greater understanding and adoption of standards-based identity and trusted infrastructure technologies, policies, and practices.

**LegalXML** [3] unites legal and technical experts in a common forum to create standards for the electronic exchange of legal data.

*Completed Member Sections:*

- **AMQP** [4] (work continues in **AMQP TC** [5] and **AMQP BINDMAP TC** [6])
- **Blue** [7]
- **CGM Open** [8]
- **COSL** [9]
- **Data Center Markup Language (DCML)** [10]
- **eGov** [11]
- **Open CSA** [12]
- **OSLC** [13] (transitioned to the **OSLC OASIS Open Project** [14])
- **Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)** [15]
- **Telecom** [16]
- **Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI)** [17]
- **WS-I** [18]

*Related links:*
- **Forming a Member Section** [19]
- **Donations** [20]
- **Member Section Policy** [21]
- **Best Practices** [22]

*Links:*